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"Create Killer 3D Displays Out Of Any Images, Photos Or Screengrabs!" With 3D Web Display Maker you

can create killer looking web displays for all your images, photos and screen grabs... just like the

"coverflow" effect on the iPhone. This is a great way to show off your websites and products to others.

And the best part is, you can create this nice look with just a few clicks using the new 3D Web Display

templates. These templates are based on Photoshop "smart objects" that do all of the hard work of

creating these 3D displays for you. All you have to do is click a few buttons. All it takes is 5 easy steps:   

Double click on the smart object layer.    This will open up the template area where you insert your image.

Insert your image here. This can be any image, photo, screen grab, or even a layered design.    Click

save and the Web Display template gets updated with your newly added image. The smart object

transforms and distorts the image for you and turns it into a cool 3D display. It even creates a reflection

for your image automatically.    Repeat the above steps for each of the smart objects on the Web Display

template to add more of your images.    Thats it. All it takes is just a few clicks. The smart objects do the

rest. There's no need to run any action scripts, or to create these displays by hand yourself. Just double

click on the Smart Object Layer, paste in your image, and your image gets transformed automatically.

And you can do this as many times as you like, adding as many new images as you want. So you can

create as many of these Web Displays as you want, in minutes. You also get a variety of different "looks"

in a variety of different angles and viewpoints... 11 Different 3D Displays To Choose From... All of these

templates come with neatly organized and named layers for super easy editing. All of the effects like

highlights, reflections and shadows are already in place. All you have to do is double click on the Smart
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Layers, paste in your images, and you're done. These templates come in a fairly large sizes that can be

used for many different projects, and you can resize them to fit your needs. Exactly what you get...  11

Web Display templates for PC and MAC  A step-by-step Video Instructions  Original sales page in english

and german.  Images and a Master Resale Rights License  Privacy Policy-, Earnings Disclaimer-, Terms

and Conditions Page. We are authorised Reseller and in the possession of the necessary licences for this

product. Therefore we do not offend against the copyright! For the software & scripts no Support can be

performed! Please visit our Tradebit Digital Store web-produkte-com.tradebit.de
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